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CONFIDENTIAL

COMBINE: COMPLETE

SUBJECT: SITUATION REPORT NUMBER 1 FOR THE VISIT OF THE PRESIDENT,
FIRST LADY, AND CHELSEA CLINTON TO GUILIN, CHINA ON JULY 2, 1998.

FROM: USSS ID ADVANCE//GUILIN, CHINA//SA JAMES A. CORRY

TO: USSS HEADQUARTERS//PPD//OEOB//W-16
USSS ID ADVANCE - XIAN, CHINA: SA MARK ALEXANDER
USSS ID ADVANCE - BEIJING, CHINA: SA JAMIE FITCH
USSS ID ADVANCE - SHANGHAI, CHINA: SA PETE MCCAULEY
USSS ID ADVANCE - HONG KONG, CHINA: SA FRED SELLERS
INFO: USSS FO
USSS HEADQUARTERS - PLEASE PASS DURING NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS
TO ADPR, ADPO, ADINV, INT, TSD AND LIAISON.

1. (S) TERRORIST THREAT LEVEL:

(S) REFERENCE IS MADE TO THE FIB TERRORIST THREAT ASSESSMENT
PREPARED FOR THIS TRIP, DATED JUNE 10, 1998, INDICATING THE TERRORIST
THREAT LEVEL IS LOW. THROUGH CONTACTS WIT U.S. CONSULAR OFFICIALS
AND THE PUBLIC SECURITY BUREAU-INTELLIGENCE DIVISION (HOST GOVERNMENT
POLICE SERVICE), NO SPECIFIC INFORMATION HAS BEEN DEVELOPED WHICH
WOULD CHANGE THIS THREAT LEVEL AT THIS TIME.

2. (U) THREATS:

(U) NO THREATS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED IN CONNECTION WITH THIS VISIT
THUS FAR. ARRANGEMENTS ARE BEING MADE WITH THE RSO AND THE PUBLIC

CONFIDENTIAL
SECURITY BUREAU-INTELLIGENCE DIVISION TO RESPOND TO/INVESTIGATE/ASSESS ANY THREAT WHICH MIGHT OCCUR PRIOR TO AND DURING THIS VISIT.

3. (U) BOMB THREATS/INCIDENTS:

(U) THERE HAVE BEEN NO BOMB THREATS/INCIDENTS THUS FAR.

4. (U) LOOKOUT SUBJECTS:

(U) THERE ARE NO LOOKOUTS FOR THIS VISIT AT THIS TIME.

5. DEMONSTRATIONS:

(C) NO INFORMATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED AT THIS TIME TO INDICATE THAT ANY DEMONSTRATIONS AND/OR DISRUPTIVE ACTIVITY ARE BEING PLANNED IN CONNECTION WITH THIS VISIT. IT IS UNLIKELY THAT ANY DEMONSTRATIONS, ESPECIALLY PROTEST-TYPE DEMONSTRATIONS, WILL OCCUR.

6. (U) MEDIA COVERAGE:

(U) LOCAL MEDIA COVERAGE OF THIS VISIT HAS BEEN MINIMAL. LOCAL PRINT MEDIA HAVE FOCUSED ON THE PURPOSE OF THE FIRST FAMILY'S VISIT TO GUILIN.

(U) SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS, TO INCLUDE SPECIFIC ITINERARIES AND MOTORCADE ROUTES, HAVE NOT BEEN PUBLICIZED AND AT THIS TIME HAVE BEEN CLASSIFIED TOP SECRET BY HOST GOVERNMENT SECURITY SERVICES.

7. (U) NAME CHECKS:

(U) ARRANGEMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE WITH THE APPROPRIATE AUTHORITIES TO ENSURE THAT NEEDED NAME CHECKS WILL BE CONDUCTED. NAME CHECKS WILL BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO THE VISIT.

8. ITINERARY:

(S) NO ADVERSE INTELLIGENCE HAS BEEN DEVELOPED WHICH WOULD AFFECT ANY OF THE SITES TO BE VISITED BY THE PRESIDENT, FIRST LADY, OR CHELSEA CLINTON AS OF THE DATE OF THIS REPORT.

9. LIAISON:

(C) GUILIN DOES NOT HAVE A CONSULATE. HOWEVER, CONSULAR SERVICES AND PERSONNEL ARE BEING TEMPORARILY PROVIDED IN GUILIN BY THE AMERICAN CONSULATE-GUANGZHOU LOCATED APPROXIMATELY 250 MILES AWAY. LIAISON CONTACT WITH ALL APPROPRIATE U.S. GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS, AS WELL AS WITH THE INTELLIGENCE DIVISION OF THE PUBLIC SECURITY BUREAU IS ONGOING. DURING THE VISIT, LIAISON WITH THE HOST GOVERNMENT AGENCIES WILL BE MAINTAINED.

10. ASSESSMENT OF LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT:

(<U) SECURITY FOR THIS VISIT WILL BE PROVIDED BY THE MINISTRY OF PUBLIC SECURITY, VIP PROTECTION DEPARTMENT. IN GUILIN, HOWEVER, ALL CONFIDENTIAL
PROTECTIVE ASSETS OF THE HOST GOVERNMENT HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED TO THE ADVANCE TEAM AS BEING DEPARTMENTS OF THE PUBLIC SECURITY BUREAU. TSD, CAT, AND COUNTER-SNIPER SUPPORT IS BEING PROVIDED BY THE CRIMINAL DIVISION OF THE PUBLIC SECURITY BUREAU. FIRE SUPPORT WILL BE PROVIDED BY THE GUILIN FIRE ENGINE BRIGADE. INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT IS BEING PROVIDED BY THE BUREAU'S INTELLIGENCE DIVISION. INTELLIGENCE COUNTERPARTS INDICATE THAT THE BUREAU HAS ASSIGNED 3000 PERSONNEL TO BOTH THE ADVANCE AND THE VISIT.

(S) LOCAL COUNTERPARTS APPEAR TO BE WELL TRAINED, PROFESSIONAL, AND COMPETENT. LOCAL INTELLIGENCE COUNTERPARTS ARE EXTREMELY KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT THE SECRET SERVICE, IT'S MISSION, AND METHODOLOGY. LOCAL COUNTERPARTS ARE NOT TO BE UNDERESTIMATED. THEY HAVE CONVERSATIONS WITH SURPRISINGLY ACCURATE AND DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT IMPORTANT PERSONALITIES SUCH AS BUSH, TRUMAN, AND REAGAN. ASSASSINATION ATTEMPTS, GRIEVING, ASSASSINATION, AND THE RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THIS SERVICE, THE FBI, AND CIA. THEY ADMIT TO HAVING INTENSIVELY STUDIED PROTECTIVE FAILURES AND SUCCESSES OF PROTECTIVE SERVICES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

11. (C) LOCATION OF ADVANCE AGENTS DURING THIS VISIT:


SA CORRY WILL PROVIDE PI COVERAGE FOR ALL POTUS MOTORCADE MOVEMENTS AND AT ALL SITES THROUGHOUT THE VISIT. SA CORRY WILL BE ACCOMPANIED BY A HIGH RANKING OFFICIAL OF THE PUBLIC SECURITY BUREAU-INTELLIGENCE DIVISION AND A CONSULATE-PROVIDED TRANSLATOR (U.S. NATIONAL) THROUGHOUT THE VISIT.

12. (U) OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION:

(U) OTHER U.S. PROTECTEES IN DISTRICT

(U) A CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION WILL ACCOMPANY THE FIRST FAMILY DURING THEIR VISIT TO GUILIN, CHINA. AD TERRY SAMWAY AND ASTAIC ARNETTE HEINTZ, OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT LIAISON AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS WILL ACCOMPANY THIS DELEGATION.

13. (C) SUMMARY/EVALUATION:

(U) AT THE PRESENT TIME, ADVANCE ARRANGEMENTS ARE PROGRESSING AS EXPECTED AND THERE HAS BEEN NO ADVERSE INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION DEVELOPED WHICH WOULD HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE SECURITY OF THIS VISIT. THE MEDIA HAS NOT PROVIDED ANY SPECIFICS REGARDING SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS AND THERE IS NO CURRENT INFORMATION WHICH WOULD INDICATE THAT THERE WILL BE ANY SECURITY PROBLEMS DURING THE VISIT.

(U) THIS IS A PRELIMINARY SITUATION REPORT AS OF 1400 HOURS (LOCAL TIME/WDC+12 HOURS) ON JUNE 26, 1998. ADDITIONAL INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION WHICH IS DEVELOPED WILL BE PASSED BY THE MOST EXPEDITIOUS
MEANS.
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